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iPREFACE
.
The inipcrtance of the library ir: ccllege work han long
been recognit^ed, but it i3 within the last few yea^s that
broad use of books has been introduced into secondarv and ele
mentary ijchools. Modern work in ccniposi tion, history, litera-
ture, and science requires wide reading outside of "text books.
Much has been done to bring bocks and pupils together but
this is not enough. Pupils need to be taught how to use the
books. This knowledge is needed in elementary school days and
teachers in the coinrnon schools should be prepared to impart it
As rorraal schools have fc their special aim the t>-aining
of teachers, it seems particularly fitting that their students
have instruction along this line; not that the^^ be taught li-
brarianship as a handicraft, but that they may be able to in-
struct their pupils in the use of the schoolroom library and
later the public library which they should regard as a co-
ordinate branch of public instruction and where ever^^ bov and
girl should be taught to feel at home.
The purpose of this thesis is to bring together material
that will aid High school or TTormal students in using either
the school library or a public library, and in conducting or
organizing a small library, especially a school libra^v.
VThile routine is of interest to the one who administers
the library alone, the use of the library concerns students
and librarian alike; so the two parts of' the thesis often ne-
cessarily overlap, this being the case especially V7ith refer-
ence work and classification.
There has been no attempt to make the work exhaustive,
only tu give a few helpful lists, to outline a simple routine
and to describe a few of the most common reference books and
aids to their use.

HiJLPS ITT ORG,/^TI/ATTOTI AITD /U)MIMISTRATTON
.
American library asnoclation pulDllahinjT board.
Library tracts.
1. V/hy do we need a public library?
2. How to 3tart a piiblic library.
4. Library room^ and bv-ildln^^a.
Houghton, Mifflin and Co., Boston 190?.. {^.Of; ea.
Beck, Florence M.
(The) school library.
Saatern Illinois Normal school, Charleston, Til.
1903. (free.)
Dana, John Cotton.
(A) library primer.
Library bureau, Chicago 1900. $1.
Dewey, Melvil.
Simplified library school rules.
Library bureau, Chicago 1093. $1.25
Milner, Ange V.
(The formation and care of 'school libraries.
Illinois State normal university. Normal, 111.
1902 0.O5
national educational association.
Report of the conmiittee on the relation of public
libraries to public schools.
•Sec. N.E.A. V/inona, Minn. 1399. S.15

Patten, Katha^^lne
.
Beginnin^^ of an art library.
Minneapolis Public irbra-'":^'. $.0b
PIu rnnier , Mary v/r i gh t .
Hints to small libraries. Ed. 3.
Mary V/right Pluiiuner, Pratt institute, Brooklvn
1902. '^.bO
Wisconsin free library conmiission
.
Kandbuok of library organization.
V/is. free library c OTnmiss ion, Madison, V/is. 1902.

sp:tj:cttott of books.
American book company, IT.y,
School readings and 1 ibr.i^^i r j ; Incl^ dinf^ anppleraen-
tary readinjT3 for all frades, standard manuals and ref-
erence hooks.
Br o okl 1 ne (Mas
- Public 11 'orary.
List of books in the school reference collection.
1902.
Buffalo (TT.Y.) - Public library.
List of class room libraries for public schools,
listed by grades, to which is added a list of books for
school rtjference libraries. 1902.
Cheney Wash.) Normal school.
(The) TTormal seminar, v.l, no.l, Mr. 1904
This contains an article of 12 pages upon
government documents as a source of material
for elementary schools; tells which are most
valuable, the best methods of ordering them
and the cost.
Cleveland (0.) - Public library.
References fo^ third grade teache>'s.
Evanston 111.) - Public library.
List of 500 books in the school libraries of
Evanston. 1902.
Kardy, George E.
?ive hundred books for the voung: a graded li:jt, an
notated. Ed. 2. 1892. Scribner, TT.Y,

Houghton, Kiff'Lin and company, Boston.
Catalog- of boolcj published by Houghton, Mifflin and
company and taken from the official nchool library ll3t
of the states of Minn., IT. Dale, V/.Va., Mo., VM3.,']T.J.,
Cal., and the city of Chlca/ro.
(The) Riverside school library.
Iowa - Public instruction, Department of.
List of library books recommended by the state
board of educational exjimlne-^s for the state of To\7a.
1900
. Des Muines (Ta.
)
Kroeger, Alice B.
Guide to reference books ... 1902 . Houjrhton Mifflin
and company, Boston.
Leypoldt, Augusta and lies, George.
List of book;-; for girls and women and their clubs.
1095. Houghton, Mifflin and company, Boston.
Milwaukee (Wis.) - Public library.,
Book;'> for young people. 1BB9.
Pennsylvania - Free library commission.
Aids in book selection by Sarali W. Cattell and
Alice E. Kroeger. Karri sburg (Pa.)
Pittsburg (Pa.) - Carnegie library.
Graded and annotated catalog of booki'> for the cltv
schools. 1900
List of 100 entertaining biog>^aphles
.
1902.

Raleni (Mar.j.) - Prbllc library.
Bulletin Dec. l.)03.
Thij cont.a.in.:; :i freneral li;jt of reference
"book;? which l3 to be fc/llowed Id-^' lists on
special 3\ibject3 such an 3c1ence, hirjtcr;"', a^t
diet ionar iea of lanruage, e^c.
U.S. - Education, BT;-!"eai5 of.
Catalog of " A. L..A., "library. Wash. 1004.
WisconGin - Free llbrar;"- comrnlGsion
.
Buying lists of -^ecent books ^econimended b;^-- the
library commissions of Ta., I'inn., and V/is.
V/isconsin - Public instruction. State superintendent of,
List of bocks for High sciicol libraries of the
state of Wisconsin. 1902.
Township and school libra-^y lists. 1902.
1903.
Supplementary list of books for a township lib-^a^y
Journals containing notes about books and v.'-r iters, with reviews
and criticism.
Eookbuyer
Boolanan
.
Cr it ic
.
Dial
.
nation.
Ou 1 1 o ok
Monthly. Scrlbner, §1.50 pe^ yr
Monthl?'. Dcdd. 2.00
J;'onthl:'. Putnam. 2.00 "
Semi-monthly. Houghton. 2.00 "
\7eekly.
^
IT.Y. Evening Post. 3.00
V'eekly. Out lock Co. 3.00 "

American Publishers.
Tn connection wi.t.}i ihe selection of books 11 may be
helpful to know some of the specialties of the leading pub-
lish irif, houst-s in the country.
American publishers may easily be divided into two groups
thou(':h relative rank anjong those in the second group is diffi-
cult to estimate. In the first groi^p it is indicated by the
order in \7hich they are mentioned.
Houghton, jvlifflin and Co., Post., TT.Y., Chic.
Specialt ies :-
American biography.
Ame r i c an hist ory
.
Fiction.
Standard American authors.
Standard English authors.
Fine appearance of cheap bocks.
They are- the only firm publishing complete editions of
American authors, with the exception of Irving, and they are
doing the most of any pi^blishing house in the way of special
lists of books.
Macmillan and Co., IT.Y. and Lond.
Spec ial ty :
-
Cyclopaedias of special subjects.
Their list is the largest and most complete one in the
country, but in the matter of fict:^on thev a-^e less conse-^va-
tive than Houghton; Mifflin and Co.
Charles Scribner's Sons,N.Y.
Spec ial ty:
Publications and importations along the line of a^^t
.
General literature is their strong point, while in fic-
tion they are less strong.
Harper Brothers, TT.v.
Spec ial ty :
Refe:'^ence books on special subjects.

Second firoup.
D. Apj^leton and Co., N."v. and Chic.
Spec ialt. iec : -
Encyclopaedias
American cyclopaedia.
Apple ton's annral cyclopedia.
Universal encyclopaedia.
Appleton's cyclopedia of American ticgraphy.
Scientific works.
Books on religion and science.
Series
.
International education series.
International scjentific series.
Literatures of the world.
Century Co., TT.Y.
Specialties
Century dictionary.
Children's "books.
Illustrated books.
Dodd, Mead and Co., TT.Y.
Specialt ies :-
New International cyclopedia.
International year book.
Pine bindings.
Punk and Wagnalls, N.Y.
Specialt ies
Standard dictionary.
Books on religion and reform.
Reference books of interest to ministers.
Hymn books etc »

Lippincott, Phil.
Spec lal t ies
Reference books cn email subjects
.
Chambers cyclopedia of English literature.
Shake spere's v/orks. Furness edition.
G.P. Putnam's Sons, N.Y.
Spec ial t ies :
-
Historical subjects,
Good editions of Irving.
Rand, Mc .Nallj'- and Co., Chic.
Specialt ies :-
V/crks on geography.
Atlases
,
Maps.
Publishers of educational works.
American Book Co., IT.y. and Chic.
Specialties;-
Cict icnar ies
.
Text books.
Reprints
.
Good graded lists ^cf books.
Ginn and Co,, Eost
.
Specialties:-
Text books.
School texts o''' literary masterpieces.
Henry Holt and Co., 1T,Y. ^
Spec ial t i es
Abridged editions of masterpieces prepared.
translation.
Translations of foreign \7crk3.
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ORia<]TaMG BOOK'S.
Tn o-^der1rf books it la generally beiJt. to choo
one reliable a^ront and orde - th-^ovph hlni. Tf orderj are aenv
cent iniioDLSly to an afent
,
hie interest in h1o ciutonier 1n-
creaceG and the service 1g likely to be better and the method
is time saving.
It is well to select a dealer in one's o^n section of
country, for instance A.C. Mc Clurg for the middle states.
Two agents who handle serials are The Kenyon News and
Postal Subscription, Medinah Bldg,, Cor. 5th Ave. and Jack-
son Blvd., Chic, and The Subscription TTews Co., 159 La Salle
St. Chic, and 47 Dey St. K.Y.
Having subscriptions to serials all expire at one date
make.s ordering and recording easy and the most convenient
date is probably the end of the calendar' year.
It sometimes happens that one may profit by club rates,
but more often magazines not wanted must be taken v;ith those
desired, so there is really no saving.
State library-- conimiss icns a^e often clearing houses
for serials and sets can be filled by exchange with them.
It is a good plan to keep a list of all bccko desired by
whomsoever suggested, sorted in groups and numbe-^ed in orde-^
of need, with quotation of prices if possible. This is best
on cards, filed alphabetically, and is very convenient for
reference when any sum is to be expended.
Orders should be clear and definite and written on one
side of the sheet only; the items arranged alphabetically by
author and the entries complete as possible as to place and
publisher, date and list price. An exact copy of every order
should be kept.
It very often happens that books in good condition can
be bought second hand much cheaper than new volumes, and prove
quite as satisfactory. Tt is well to watch second hand catalogs
or in sending an order to a dealer to indicate the desire for
second hand copies.
Some firms deal especially in second hand books at dis-
count, among them ;i^e the Philadelphia Bookstore Co.,
1516 Chestnut St., Phil., which deals in slightly used book.*
from the Booklover's library', and Cora E.McDevitt, Ho.l
Barclay St.N.Y., a bargain bookshop giving unusual discounts.
Besides these, many large bock firmslpell at discount
returned books and shopworn copies|often good enough for lib^a-
u se
.
The order list is one of the necessary records of the
library, and is most conveniently kept on cards.
Such cards filled out from time to time serve as a list
from which titles may be selected according to the funds
available at any one time> of ordering.
After being copied on the order sheet which is sent away,
the cards are datedand filed alphabetically by author, and
designated as ^orders out",
Abodel form of order slip that may be varied to suit

i 1
Vvlien the volume la f:iven Its accescjicn number, the slip
receives the aanie number ( in the upper left h.Mnd corner
opposite the letter "A".)
Vhen the volume is claocified and the book number I3
assigned, both class and book number are r laced ir; the upper
left hand corner and the record is complete.
This order slip is m^v itself a shelf -list entrv and is
more complete than libr trians generally would feel justified
in takin^^ the time to mak'e for a shelf list alone.
This is the plan of \"illard H. Austin, reference libra-
rian at Cornell university and is described in Lib^a:'"'*'
journal 20:49
As filed for reference,
Au.lVi OY ^^L^W^i^^^^ J.
?V^ct "Dixir..,:!//
?v^tU«iVi«.v-.. -Tv'vce
n
As forming part of the shelf list.
So-u.\h worlV) VAv^V] =>c\-iooV LcVsYTXTY
Autth or - - ?^^^<'^^K!4<!-^^^"0?-.y . ."^."^j
?UctL naic./i/y.
VcoTTi-r^triati \.^..t.it:^2-d^^<4^-

PRKPyVKATION AI^D CAIU-: OP BOOKS.
What to do v;hen the bookG arrive.
The "bookG Ghculd first te checked by the "bill and receWe
note of date of purchase, narre of dealerard p^ice, penciled
on the left margin after the title page.
The bill nhould be checked by t?ie orde^* alips for items
and prices, any errors being noted and lette^^s sent to
rectify them.
Books are entered in the acces.-icn bo('k and the accession
number is. placed at the bottom of the second page after the
title page.
Books are stamped with the library stamp on the title
page, takinf in part of the print and also on some certain
Leaves are cut and books are opened to loosen the binding
This first opening is important for upon it depends the life
of the binding.
The bock. should be placed on a level surface, the leaves
being held vertically. The back cover and then the front
should be placed on the table, each receiving a little gentle
pressure along the binding. A few leaves at a time f-^om the
front and back alternately should be pressed down close to the
binding till the center is reached. This process repeated once
or twice will render any good binding limber, while to crack
any book open spoils the back.
Bookplates and pockets if used, are pasted in and labels
are p\;t on the backs.
Labels need special care. They are likely to loosen and
this may be guarded against by using a stencil the size of
the label, made of a piece of card boa^d, and ^-'ashing the spac
to be covered by the label with a solution of ammonia to re-
move the dressing on the bock cover, Acamel's hair b^ush is
convenient for the purpose. After the label is applied it
should be rubbed till the grain of the book cover shows
through it
.
Books on the shelves lock best if the labels are vvt a
certain distance from the bottom, but the labels get mo-^e
rubbing if pl'aced there.
Books are accessioned, shelflisted, classified, given
class and author numbers, cataloged and placed on the shelves.
The catalog cards are arranged alphabetically abd dis-
tributed in the catalog.
Care of serials.
It is a good plan to keep a separate card catalog for
serials and v/hen they come ti. check each on its ovm pa-^d,
stamp it with the librar:^ stamp, fasten any loose leaves, make
raanila pape->^ covers for any that need prot-^ction and put avray
for safe keeping any title pages or indexes that come loose.

Saniplea of Library bureau carda for recording aerials.
Vols, per yr.
YEAR JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAV JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC.
Reg. I
Sourc
jrice
) T. P. and Ind.
Form I
NaiVie No. copies Expires
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
1
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Fc* all serials there ahould also be cards in the general
catalog indicating what Volumes there are in the libra>"'y.
(Far sample cards see p . "b 2> )

1Acce jjlon
.
The acce;J3lon book, which ij In re.iHr.y the Invoice
book of the llbr.ry, uhould contain h complete hl3to^y of eve-^
volume
.
It la a blanl: specially ruled, lettered and numbered fo^
thiu library record. (See Liurary bureau catalog.)
In It reco>-d should be made of all boolio and pcamyhlets
received by the library by purchase, gift, or iin-^r othe-- l ethod.
The itemo entered in the acr^e33ion book a^e date of ent'^yj
accejjlon number; author; title; riace of publication ind name
of publisher; date of publication; binding-; alze; numbe^ of pa-
ges; name of deale^^ from whom purchased, or in case of gift, tht
donor; coat; remarks.
Each book and each volvirae of a set has a separate acces -
si on number and a separate enty-^r^ each ent>^>- occupying one
line and the lines a-'e number'ed from one up to such a number
as the library has volumes.
The number of each line, called the accession number. Is
placed at the bottom of the first page after the title page of
the book described on the line.
Gifts should also be reco^-ded in a book by themselves, ar-
ranged alphabetically by names of the donors, with the dates
of receipt.
Classification and Book numbers.
The next step in the preparation of books fc^ the shelves
is classification, upon which much of the usefulness of the
library depends.
The most used system of classification is the Dewey deci-
mal system, by which, as its name implies, nuraber»s a-^e given
to the volumes which indicate in v/hich one of ten divisions of
knowledf-e the book belongs: and also of what subdivision of
that branch of knowledge it treats.
The manual is published by the Library Bv'^e3.^^ and costs
$5. Tt can be used to advantage by any library howeve^^ small.
The prope-" number's tr. apply to books are found b:^' using
the Index and the Complete tables v/hich formjthe main body of
the work and 'the method of finding them is described on the
pages just preceding the Index at the back of the manual.
These numbers are car:''ied to several decimal places but
in any small library such long numbecs a^e not needed; tv/o
decimal places being sufficient.
Definitions. v
Classification is a scheme for a^rang ' ng the becks of a
library so that similar subjects shall stand together- cn the
shelves.
Notation is a method of so marking bocks that the;''- may
easily be found and ^-eturned to the prope^ class and place,
or identified in all library records.

1Clayulf Icat ion a33ignj a book to ita place but notation
keeps it in itJ place and piveu it a symbol by v/hlch i' may
be known, called for, and >^ecorded.
The call ntirabe'^ i^ the mark of the notation and conaii^tu
of two pnrts:-
(a) The claoii number which L5hov;.5 in v/h .t svbject the book
bel ongo.
(b) The book number which di Jt in/'v iaheo the book from
others on the same subject.
The clasQ niimber keeps all book.i on one subject together;
The book number keeps the bocks in p-^ope^ order unde^ subject.
Points to keep in mind while classifying.
1. The notes in fine p^int in the manual.
2. The practical usefulness of the book.
3. The subject of the book not its literar:^'- form.
4. The most specific heading it ma^ be given.
5. Tn classifying biography it is quite as well to
omit the class numbe-^, 920, and to ma^k all the
books B for biography.
6. Fiction may also have the class number omitted and be
simply arranged by author.
Book numbers.
The book number is made up of the initial of the author's
surname and a corresponding number taken from the Cutter
author tables. These tables have colmnns of combinations of
letters with numbers opposite them. The arrangement of the
letters is in general alphabetic, and changes from the gene-»^al
^ule in using them are indicated in notes. The two figure table
is all that is needed and can be p^ocu^ed from the Lib>"ary
Bureau for $1.25
To the initial and its number is often added a volume,
copy, edition number or date.-
973 is'the complete call number fo^ John Piske's Ameri-
P54 can revolution, volume one, F 54 the b'ook number',
v.l
The assigning of book ni^mbe'^s is often puzzling and the
shelf list should always be consulted in order to make su'^e
there is no conflict; for no two books in the same class
may bear tne same book number.
Tn treating biography, the book numbe-^s should be taken
from the subject of the biography not from the author, the
reason being to keep all lives of the same person togethe-^
while to distinguish the works of different authors the ini-
tial of the author's surname (small le'ter), should be added
to the book number.

Tn the caje of crit,tciJm or coimiient ,l>'^' which should be
kept with the orii^^inal v/o^'ka thenuelvvLJ , the book member
ahould be taken from the original author, and to it ohould
be added the initial of the fl-^ut word of the title and the
capital letter Y which is nie-^ely ujed a3 .in arbitrary ayinbcl
to indicate criticiam.
A dictionary accompanying an orXipinal should have a
capital Z added to the book number.
If still further diatinction is needed the Initial of
the critic or commentator" may be added.
For books that are oversize, lov/e'^ c.se q for qi:a-"to, o^
f for folio should be prefixed to the book number. As the^e
books must often be shelved b;^' themselves the marks aid in
returning; them to their places.
Anonymous books take their bock numbe^' f^^om the fi^-jt
word in the title, not an article.
If there are several books by the sajae author, the-^e
should be added to the book number of each, one or two small
letters fro:r:i the title, not cons ide-^ing the article. For exam-
ple the book number for The ^Intiquary by Scott, is RcoBan
5
iHOW TO MAKi: A C.\RD CATAXOG.
A.fter booK'G have been completely prepared for the shelves
it still remains to provide some vray by v/hlch the 3earche>^ for
information may learn what books the librii^y has for him, and
as far as possible what they contain. This means the making
of a catalog, which is iisnally made on cards.
The average cost of putting a book on txie shelves, using
manuscript cards is ^^.25 to $.35 and many libraries find it
less expensive and more convenient to use the p-r^inted ca^ds
furnished by the Library of Congress. 3 ca^ds to a book is the
estimate and they cost ^^,02 for the first card and $.005 for
additional ones.
A Handbook of card distribution is published by the
Libra>"y of Congress giving complete info>"mation and instruc-
tion about ordering cards.
In making a manuscript catalog, the weight of card to be
used should first be decided upon and not changed as the use
of cards of varying weight is inconvenient.
The Library Bureau, 530 Atlantic Ave., Bost. or 156
Wabash Ave., Chic, furnishes all supplies. Supplies can also
be had of the DemocratPr int ing Co., Madi.on, Wis. at less cost
The forms used by this company are those recommended by the
Wis. Free Library commission.
The best card for ordinary use iz the Library Bureau card
known as 331 which costs $2.25 per 1000.331 indicates size
and v/eight, about 3 by 5 inches and medium reight. Cards may
be had ruled for v/riting or to use with a typewriter.
Beside the catalog cards themselves, "Guides" are needed-.
These guides serve the same purpose as the letters set in the
edges of the leaves of a dictionary. They may be had plain or
printed but the printed ones cost but little mo^^e and a"^e mo-^e
easily read than those written by hand.
The drawers in v;hich catalog cards are kept a^e called
trays and if of standard size hold 1000 cards each.
In making up outfits, the estimated proportion of guides
is one for every 20 cards, and at least 3 cards to a book.
A quartered oak cabinet holding 2 t^ays with full equip-
ment of cards (pOO) and guides can be had for .^9.00 the cabi-
net costing $5.00 the guides $.60 and the cards (331) !54.50
A four tray Outfit can be had for $15. The prices quoted are
from the Library Bureau catalog, 1903.
It would be well to obtain the printed catalog of some
larger library to use as a guide, a very helpful one being the
"A.L.A." catalog published by the U.S. Bureau of education,
which is the catalog of a model library of 5000 volumes exhib-
ited at the V/orld's Columbian exhibition at Chicago in 1R93,
a new edition of which is soon to appear.
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The firat curd to te made li5 knov/n a.i3 tiie main nvthor
card or main ent^y and the entry con:3lnt3 of call n'liiber,
author and title.
Main author ca'^d.
^!)0
O1
1
1 )
The first red line is knov/n a3 the author indention;
the second as the title indention.
Any additional cards that are to be made a-^e indicated
upon this one either by dots or tracing. The method T-sed in
these directions is underscoring or tracing.
For example if the work is a novel, single poem, play or
book with a striking title a title card is made for it indica-
ted on the main card by one line drawn under the first wo->"d
of the title.
If at any time the items more than fill one card, leave
the line above the guard hole vacant, print "see next card"
on it and use the next card 'as if it fitted on below the f i-!^st
always being careful to place the call number on added cards.
Tf two or more cards are used for one entry, tie them
together with linen thread and mark each but the last "see
next card" on the line above the gua^d hole numbering all ca^d
used consecutively.
Use Arabic figures for all numbers in .uthor entrv md
subject headings, for numeral adjectives and nouns but v-Tite
out numeral adverbs. In the running title of a book follow
the title page . \
For any v/riting on the back of the main card, turn it
over toward youwith the guard hole at the top, and place the
writing near what is then the lower edge.
Place the accession number with the corresponding volume
numbers, if any, at the left hand end of the card.

19
ThlB cuithor card the onl-^' one vyvr) which noten aprear
on tlie back.
For the form of the autiior'G n^ujie ui3e the initialo of the
Htinie aa it a] peara on the title page vmlea:: there in but one
Christian naine, in which caue write it out in full.
Joint authoro.
Tf there nve two or three joint anthcrij, let their nrunes
all appear on the main card, the oecond and third underscored
for tracing to the cards where they are entered first.
To illustrate an instance v;here there are more than three
authors a sauiple card i:: here given:-
1
1
H
\
1
Pseudonyms and Initials.
In the case of bcokj appearing vrith a pseudoni^nn or ini-
tials in place of the author's real name, enter the book un-
der the real ncime if possible, making a reference card fo"^ the
pseudon\Tn.
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If the Initialo DJed are those of the author, they .'C'e
not p jeiidonynia . i.e. H.H. The card Jhovld read
—
1
BockG may l)e entered under a pseudon^rrn if it 1j "be'^'ter
known than the real name, for instance George Eliot's books.
Anonymous "books.
Strictly speaking a hook is not anonymous if the author's
n^ime appears anyv;here in it, but it is safest to treat as
anonyniou s|any book the name of whose author does not appear
on the title page.
In making cards for ancni^/mous books, leave the author
line vacant to be filled if ever possible, writing the title
in the usual place.
V/hen the author is found, underscore with a single line
the first word of the title, fill in the ntuiie and file the
card by it, makirjg a new title card.
Title cards.
Make title cards fo^ novels, plays, single poems, and
any other striking title or well known binder's title.
The title card differs from the main author 'ca^d in tha+"
the title appears on the top line and the author on the second
doubly underscored.

Title card.
Reference cards.
There may Toe namec or aiJbjecta cor^ecf ending to those
used in the catalog as ent:^y words. Make reference cards for
all these.
Write the name from which ycv make reference, on the "back
of the main card in red ink and precede it "by a cross to dis-
tinguish it from a subject heading, and doubly underscore
the main entry on the reference card.
)

Compound name 3
For all compound namea make two carda, one for the main
entry and the other a reference card from the part of the
name net uued for the main entry.
Enter English compoimd narae:^ under the la.it part, f&reif>n
under the firat. Thia form is used with the foreign namea
"becauoe of liklihood of change in the la^t part. It can he
remembered by the two fs, foreign, first.
i'Aain author card.
i
)-
Reference card.
)

S\jbject carda.
The atibject ci\r*d bears on the toy line the subject of
which the book tr-eatJ, in red ink, and haa no nnderjcc^ing
upon it. Otherwise it i^; a C(>py of the main author ca-'d.
The use of subject cards is to bring together all the
books in tiie library on any one i:;ubject, for ease of r-;ference
and a book must be about a subject to require one.
Main author ca^d.
1
)
Subject card.
X^r>t. n V( Q\
[
The subject must be decided upon bj'- examination of the
book itself. The preface will help in the decision but often
part of the bock itself must be read.
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The GulDject must "be decided upon examination of the
"book itself. The preface will help in the decision "but often
part of the "book itself must "be read.

Subject headinf;j.
The "A.L.A." llat of Gubject headin/TS 1- a helrful aid
in asiiigninfT aubject headinf.LJ.
A certain code rauat be fixed iipun for uniformity and a
li3t of all the s\i.bject he.idin{53 uised, with the reference
cardJ, should be kept for reference and ccnsulted when subject
he;idin£:3 are a3C3igned, to prevent vine of synonymoua termo and
consequent scatterin^^ of similar material in different part:?
of the catalog.
Use the most specific subject headin^j^s pcsGible and malce
reference cards from terras not used.
If several topics are treated in one book, make a subject
card for each.
In deciding between scientific and popular terms, use the
v/ell known rather than the technical term.
In as3igning subject }^aadings in language and literature
use the adjective form of zhe country, i.e., P-^ench d-^ama
rather than France - Drama.
Main author card.
i r
Subject card.

Subject headlnf^a.
The "A.L.A." liat of aijbject headin/ra I."- a helrfi^l aid
in asuigninf^ oiibject headinj-:^.
A certain code raunt be fixed np^n for uniformity and a
]^^ci<- .^-r oil 4 .Ai^.^. ~j *.i—
~""'**3^ence
ca| . len n^bjod
Tpr\ terma and
^nt part
3
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In hl3to-^-y, choice mrLJt f^'equeTit ly be made between perucn
and country
,
or between event and ccrnt-^y a:* the subject
he.id irif .
Enter history confined to the reipn of one ::ove^eifn vn-
der hiij n;uiie ;<.^eneT'al political workj under cornt^-y.
Main author card.
1 "a^
Subject card.
till)
—
^
Enter events or periods in the history' of a cotmt'^y
which have a proper narne of their own under that nfime, i.e.,
St. Bartholomev;' s Day; but events corniaon to many count^-ies un-
der country, i.e., Civil var
.

woen peracn
O cP
Enter events or pericdG in the history of a count'^y
which have a proper naine of their ov/n under that ntmie
,
i.e.,
St. Bartholomew's Day; biit events common to many count^*ies un-
der country, i.e., Civil xV'ar
.

On criticiom carda the nicilr subject heading; i.- the muie
of the civtht>r criticised but on the l^^ne below •here shovld
be added al3o Ir. red, the short title of the v;ork criticised,
If it i3 a special criticism, placing it to the right of the
vertical line.
Main antiior card.
Subject card.
Tot ct'i
;
—
J >^ —
—
-J
-
- - .
-
)
Trace criticism cardG from the back of the main card,
writing there the Gurniime of the author criticised, the title
of the v/ork and the word Criticism preceded by a dash.
If the criticism is for general works simply omit any
title.

the narre
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,
Trace critic isra cardc from the "back of the main card,
writing there the Gurn;iine of the author c-^itici3ed, the title
of the v/ork and the word Criticism preceded by a dash.
If the criticism is for general works simply omit any
title.

Analyt ic j
.
ALnalytlcLJ or analyticalo aa they are aoiiiet 1me3 called a-^e
subject carda made for diLJtinct partu of books and the nmaller
the library the rao^e necej3a>"y the analyt Icaloand the mc^e
helpful they are In pettlnp at the resoiircea of the libi^ary.
Ma i n au th o c ar d .
Subject analyt ical
.
_t)(oO
1
H
. J —

Mfiin .UJthor ca>^d.
)
A.\)thor analytical.
Title analytical.



Serieo card.
A. aoriejj card atandG for all the books in the libra^^y
belonging- to that seriea and need be made only when there are
several books belonging to the sreiea and not for each single
work bearing a series note.
V/rlte the name of the series beginning at the author in-
dention, following it by the muae of the edito^ if known and
of Iraportance, underscoring it singly.
Series card.
Editor card.
}

Biography
.
Enter biopraphy vnde'^ the author, under jcorin^- the n.une
of the biographee, and make a jubject card bearing the n.uriR of
the blog'-aphee in red on the firdt line, beginning at the
second red line, and placing the author' j n.ime at the autho^^
indention and uaing no under cor ing
.
Main author cai^d.
Subject card.
_ _
-J

ICorporate enl. r'v.
Enter publ icat 1 0IU3 of countries, cltlo3» mi ivera 1 1 1 e3
,
"buJJineau firina etc. unde'^ the name of the bodv r<-3Y)onA\\)l€i fo^
the publication; alumni proceedin/'j and local cGllepe aode-
tiea undi^r the name of the college.
After niutiej of all except very prominent cities add the
name of country or state in ( ) . Tf x.hera any danger of
confusion, add the word (state), (city), or (county).

31)
It 1e3,
3CC 1 0-
add the

Perioiicala
.
iCnter peTModlcala unde"" the flrut word of the title not
an article or Lse'^ial mnnlDer uuirip; title Indention.
(live frequnncy of publication. If not mentioned in he
title .
Indicate date a covered and volume 3 In the library.
Pencil all itemj that may chan^^e, avch a3 ditea, volume:)
and miij^ing volumes.
In m:m"bering volume g, vje the whole volume nv/nber not
the one given in series.
Iv'.ention the editor and make an edito>" card only if he i3
very well known.
In case of change of name, enter under the la3t, indica-
ting the change in a note.
Enter the Index volume like an added edition (see p. 5^- )
putting it last of all the notes.
TUn3
1
—
^
^

Cent inuat i ona .
A«ont Inuat ion 1j anything prblir.hed not cftene" than once
a year, an entire volume appear ini^: at one tli.ie.
It i3 a i^ood plan to have a complete record of these on
alipG by themaelvea if there are many but the »^ecord may be
kept on the order slips or the catalo/T cards alone ma-*' be
made to serve.
The record Ghonld conoiGt of volume, part3 if any, date
when received, and co3t.
Continuation card.
5 ^
«
Subject card.
I1
TIottiG on catalof; cardij.
If a buck i3 on a Dpecliil Gubject, it. Ui well to add a
note indicatlnf; ita value. Tn any Inatltntion such an estimate
can \iL3Tially "be obtained from some iniit^rctor and is of ^^'"eat
val\je to the student.
Whenever a book is analyzed for additional ent'-'es, the
subjects tJSrMi shc^uld be ni;ted on the back of the main cird if
not underscored on the face, fo'^ tracinp^.
Contents note.
It is often desirable to make a contents note fc^
separate essays, parts of books o-^ volumes in a set.
Leave a line vacant after the main entry, place the
word contents upon it and ^^ive each entry a new line.
iELuJjAJL- *VVW\
0, I,

Serlei3 note.
If a book io one of a aeriea, v/rlte the niune of the
jerieu in parenthesis afte" the title, giving'; the volvme
if known and under jcor i ng the fl^3t word of the serlea
ncune . Theae aeriea cards need be made only fo^ Important
aeries snch aa the science and education :3e^ie3 and not
for mere prblishers' series.
Begin all notes at the second red line but car'^'v
the second and succeeding lines ba^k to 'he first inden-
tion
.
Main author card with series note.
^
J
Added entry.
In making an additional ent^y on a card fo>" a diffe^
ent edition or a second copy, use a dash to indicate ^ep-
itition of author and title; giving the first dash author
indention and the second dash title indention.
Added edition.
i
—
—
»
^ — ~ •

If the title of the added entry dlffera from the
firut. I t mimt be v;rltt.en cvt 1r fi'll .
Added entry.
'1
Information cards.
For some very general Gubjects it i3 well to inse->"t what
may be called information cards, written all in red after the
manner of the fell owing ;-

Inforinatioti carda.
j
»
^1
^

Cha>
L. B. SYSTEM FOR CHARGING BOOKS IN
PUBLIC LIBRARIES
It consists in the use of (1) a card pocket for each book, (2) a book card (char^inf^
card) for each book, (3) a charging case or receptacle for holding the book cards of the
books which are out, (4) a borrowers' card for each person entitled to draw books, and
(5) a book or cards for registration of borrowers.
PLAN. The borrower presents his card, together with a call slip (II b 2) giving
the numbers of the books wanted; the book is found on the shelf, the charging card Is
taken from the card pocket, and the number of the borrower and date is placed thereon
the date being stamped also on the borrower's card; the borrower's card is then placed
in the card pocket, and the book and his card delivered to him. The charging card is
placed in the charging case, and forms the record of the fact that that book is out of the
library, having been taken by borrower No. . On returning the book the
borrower again presents his card with the book, the charging card is taken from the
case, both are stamped with the date returned, the charging card placed back in the card
pocket, the borrower's card returned to him, and the book placed on the shelf, thus
completing the transaction. (over)
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MKTTDTTTr AJ^D BTTIDTTIG.
V.'atchful cart) v/li:i often ler.<^ther the life of a. took by
many months. A tit of adhesive tiaane placed neatly acrooo a
tear, loose leaves sewed In with linen th^-ead, a nev; back of
Holliston cloth, iDdlcious use of p;ood paste, all help to keep
books on the shelves and in {n>od conditic.n. ?\?t the^e corues a
time when a trip to the binder is the only thin^ practicable,
Books well rebound will outlast the original b-indirif:.
Styles of biridinp,.
Y/hole or full tirding means the same material for both
back and sides.
Half bound indicates that the material of the back and
sides is different. The material of the back gives the niune,
as half -miorroco
,
Three quarter binding is a term used when back and cor-
ners are of the same material
.
Half morocco is the most satisfactory for bocks that are
used a good deal and tight backs are better than loose.
Materials for binding.
The smooth surface of paper sides is better than cloth.
Cloth is better than poor leather,
TTolliston cloth is excellent for bocks that are not
heavy or handled a great deal, better than di^ck or buckram.
For heavy books and those handled often, morocco, indica-
ted on the Library' Bureau binding slips a? "Goat" is most
sat isfactoT^y
.
German marbled x^'^pei^ i^' best for lininp; and end pieces.
It should have no gold veining as this wears out quickly.
Comparative schedule of prices.
Size Goat Sheep Cloth
Q,--30cm
28 cm
$1 .25
T
.15
$1.00
.90
.-7 5
.60
.50
.^.75
.70
.60
.50
.35
0--25cm
D--20cm
S--17cm
.75
.60

Bindertj will furniah a oched\)l« cf prlceo which lo a cn^d
divided in panels hearing n.-une:' of material:? and p>*ice3; who've
the toy of the book fall:*, when niea3i;red "by i* t. indicat irf^ the
price of the "binding.
Records
.
Acci'rate accoiint should "be kept of all bockj sent, both
in the charglnf aystem and in a bindinp. book.
The fact of the bindinf; and th - cost shorld be noted in
the accession book; binding with style and date In the remarks
column, and cost above the original cost.
The binding slips after they come back from tiie bindery
should be filed alphabetically to serve as an index to the
binding book.
Bindinf book
A binding book v/ith special rulings and headings can be
had of the Library Bureau for ^1,
In this book the volumes sent to the binder are recorded
in consecutive order, the number of each appearing on its
binding slip as the binding num.ber.
rder to the binder.
The order to the binder is conveniently m.ade on slips,
one for each volume, and is made up of the same items that
appear in the one line entry in the binding bock.
Alslip is placed in each volrime sent to the binde-''':^' and
is still there, a guard against mistakes, when the vclrme is
returned
.
The back of the slip should be ruled to correspond with
the panels on the back of the book and the lettering for the
volume indicated on the.:e.
In indicatiing dates and volume numbers for periodicals,
the year and number of the volume should alvrays appea^, the
months being given if the volume is in parts.
If the volume bears two numbers, one a whole number and
tiie other one for a ce-^tain s-eries both should be indicated.
1383
Jan - June
F!er.2
14

i i
Bindlnc; altp.
Ac.(ie<=)<3Lori -n u.Tn t3e.r
G o Lot
.
_
Style.
StT-e.
C>os>t
,
Lettering in the binding "bock,
' In entering tiie lettering in the binding bock, double
vertical lines indicate the end of a panel; Gingle vertical
lines the end of a line.
Jone3|j Education
I
of
j
man
in the binding book, would appear on the slip
Jones
Educat ion
f
> man

Preparation of periodicals fo»' the 'bindery.
As volumeo a^e usiKally made at two time.* dn-^ir.g the :"ear,
in January and June, this preparation of periodicals is looked
aftc3r twice a year.
Ron t ine : -
1. Arrani";e the mnnbers in repnlar oy^d'y^^ by volume and volmne
n\imber(not by months).
ri. Collate by months and for missing pages i;nless Av^^e the
binder may be relied upon fcr this.
3. Find title pa/^e and index, and place tHle page and content
in the front of the volume and the indox in the back.
4. If no title page or index can be found, find out if one
should have come with the pe-^iodlcal and if so t'^y to secu'^e
one or ask the binde>" to prt in guards fc-^ it, so it can be
pasted in later.
5. The binder will remove advertizing pages.
6. Tie packages securely.
7. Pill out the binding slip.
8. Copy items into the binding book, but do not entf?r the date
till books go into the box to be sent.
9. Put slip In the volume to go to the bindery.
10. Charge everything that goes to the binde-^y in the char*ging
system as well as in the binding book.
When volumes a^e returned.
1. Compare the back of the volume v.'ith the binding slip.
2. From the bill, transfer the cost.
3. Ar-^ange the slips in the order of the binding numbers.
They then form an index to the binding book.
4. Look up each volume in the binding book and stamp date of
receipt and cost.
5. If the book was accessioned before it went to the bindery
place in the accession book the cost above the original cost,
and style and date in the rema^^ks column.
6. If a pamphlet is bourd, e-^ase pam. and the letters unb
.
which probably appear in the accession bock.
, Put on the ne-^ book plate, label, and call number which
can be obtained from the catalog.
8. place volume on the shelves.

HELPS IN USING HKK LIBRARY.
When the hooka are on the ohelves ready for the reader,
it still remainL5 for h Un to become familiar with way3 of find-
ing the material he desirea.
The three great helpa in using the librarv arel) the cata
log, 2) the shelf list, and ?>) the indexes.
1) Catalog.
The catalog probably follows the card sy.Jtem and \7111 be
found in a set of drawers bearing combinations of letters indi-
cating the contents of each, scmev^hat after the manner of the
lettering on encyclopaedias.
The card catalog is of help to one locking for some pa^"-
ticular subject, the works of some author, or single books if
they are novels, or poems, O'^ possess striking titles and so
are entered by title as well as by author.
All the c.;.rds in the cat ilog ure in strict die t i onar;^'-
arrangement', and whatever is wanted is looked for in the same
way one would look for a word in the dictionary.
It may be that the entry word used for some subject or
author is not, the only one possible. In that case the entry
word will be indicated by a refe'-ence ca^d. For instance, if
in looking for something about household pets one turned to
the word Pets, he might find on the card Pets, see Domestic
animals and on turning to Domestic animals discover the very
thing he desired.
If the library has further' information upon a subject but
under entirely diffe^^ent headings, it v/ill be indicated on a
card placed after all the other cards on the subject and bear-
ing the headings under which one should look; for example
Weather, see also Meteorology.
Every book represented in the catalog has a numbe^^ of its
own. This numberappears in the uppe^^ left hand corner of the
catalog card, is knoiTn as the "call number" and should be ca-^e
fully copied by any one wishing to ask for the book at the loa
desk. This numbe-^ is the key to the position of the book on '^h
shelves as will be explained unde^ the subject of classifica -
tion and book numbers.
2) Shelf list.
The shelf list i3 somewhat different in- use. It brings to
gether all the material in the librar^' upon any given subject
and is in reality a catalog of all the books arranged as they
stand on the shelves.
This shelflist is usually kept on cards which bea:^ the
call number, surname of author, brief title of the work,
accession number and number of volumes.
(For example see next page.)

Shelf 3llp.
— • —• —— — — — -— — — — J
—
The 3llpG are all arranged by call miml)e^, and in ordei^
to u3e the 3helf list one mv3t knovr what mimbe-^ in the cla3.'5i-
fication atand;.3 fo^^ the aubject vranted. The librarian at the
loan desk will help one to this information.
3) Indexes.
Periodicals play an important part in all reference wc-^k,
and in science they are sometimes the only real source of in-
formation. Technical periodicals with their own indexes. are
very expensive and are noy often found in small libraries but
popular periodicals are needed in every library.
The helps in opening up this mine of information, long
inaccessible, are the Indexes and foremost among these stands
Poole's index to periodical literature.
Houghton, Mifflin and Co. Boston.
v.l 1802 -- 81 in 2 parts
V.2 1382 -- 07 ' cl . $8 .
V.3 1887 .- 92 3.
V.4 1892 -- 97 " 10.
v.5 1897 - 1902 " 12.
V/hat the index is.
Poole's index is an index by subject to important peri-
odicals in the Engl ishlangu age, from 1002 down to the present
time. Five volumes now index 407 periodicals, but the voli^mes
var^'', for in each one some publications are no longer inclv'ded
and new ones are ad'led to the list of those indexed.
How it is arranged.
Entries are always under subject. /Authors' names are enter-

ed only aj subjects
.
The mme of thr raa/^•lzine containln/'; any ^riven i.ri. icle
lo print.«-d In abbreviated foD;;, the mnnber of the volume in
heavy type separated by n colc^n Vrum the number of the pa^e
in lighter type.
Tf the title of a map;azine \3 go abbreviated ii3 not to
be easily reccgnised, it may be found in the list of abbrevia-
tions in the beginning of the volume.
It may be necessary to look for the information under
aeve^'al headings as the index is not always consistent and the
most obvious subject heading ha;-; not always been chosen.
Works of fiction are entered under the title, disregard-
ing the article. Poems also are entered in the same way.
Reviews of fiction, "poetry, collections of essays on
miscellaneous subjects v/ill be found undei" the niime of the
author reviewed, as Ihe-^r have no special subject.
The author of an article may be found unde^ the subject
of the article.
0-^ recti; t ci ait
Ir^a small library having bound periodicals ^only,
volume 5 of Poole's index i.3 sufficient.
There is an abridged edition of Poole's index, published
in 1901, which indexes 37 of the most popular and most used
per iodicals cover ing the years 1815 - 07.
Poole's index, appearing every five years, is 3\;ppl8ment-
by the Annual literary index, the Cumulative index to period-
ical literature, and the Reader's guide to periodical litera-
ture .
Annual literary index. Publisher's weekly, IT.Y. ^3.50
Parts of the index.
Subject index to periodicals and general literature.
Author index to these lists.
List of bibliographies appearing during the year, arrange
by subject. ^,
Obituary list of au thoi^s^'died during the year, with very
brief biographical information and indication of
special work with dates of birth and death.
Index of dates.
This is a list of the chief events of the "ear
arranged alphabetically, with exact date. It also
serves as an index to newspapers as reference can be
made to papers published at the d9.tes indicated.
The subject list is used most of all.
Cumulative index to a selected list of periodicals, 1896 -
1903. Cumulative index Co., Cleveland 0. $5,
This index is so called because the Februar;^'- nujnber
indexes the same material as the January number with the
new material of the February periodicals beside, March
indexes the sariie material as January and February with
the new March material.

The index cDiuulateo In th1:5 way foi'!- tlmeLJ a yea*-, in
March, June, September, and Decenibtir. V'hen 1 lie ninuberu fo^
thfGe monthc come the othe»'J mav be discardc-d.
There is no annual CTunulat ion but an alphabetical indr-.x
to the fo\;r numbers is bound v;ith them.
Poetry and Drama are entered in special lists under those
headinfrs
.
The Cumulative Index and the Readers' gr uie to pe^'iodical
literature have been consolidated, the forme>" having been pur-
chased by the publishers of the Readers' gi^ide, H/". '"'ilrjcn Co
of T.'. inneapol is .
A volume appeared in April 1904, containing a cumrlated
index to periodicals for 1900 - 1903.
The name Readers' guide to periodical literature is kept,
the mimber of magazines indexed i 3 62, and it is to be iss^^ed
the third Saturday of each month. $6. pe^' year.
A.L.A. index to general literature. Ed. 2. 1901.
Houghton, Mifflin and Co. Eost . §12.66
The A.L.A. index includes refe^^ences to volumes of essays
on miscellaneous subjects, criticism, biography, books of tra-
vel etc. periodical publications such as reports of boards,
learned societies (but not many of these) and some public
documents of the United States.
These references are for books in the English language
only, and are only for books common enough to be included in
most public libraries.

.1
ref}^:rjtoe v/ork.
No matter how smal'J tlie library may be it can do valinible
reference v;crk. If It is do small that it cannot have Poole
and the othe" indexes, a card Index to important artlclea in
magazines and papers belonging to the library can be made and
filed in the catalog. These cards need bea^ only the subject
and t}ie place whe ^e the article is to be foimd.
The library may do valuable v^ork th>"ough what is known as
inter-library loans. Almost any library will loan bocks not
in constant "demand if the borrowing library will assume re-
sponsibility for them, and pay the transportation. Svch books
^
subject to the usual regulations of the lending library and to
fine if held over time which is ordinarily two weeks unless
special arrangement is made.
If books are to be borrowed, it i3 best to try libraries
near before sending far or to the largest ones; for the small
library may have what is wanted and more time to devote to the
work
.
In Beloit, Wis. there is a "refe^^ence library b;''- mail"
knoTO as The Gleaner's library. Prom tbis librarv clippings,
pictures, and pamphlets on any subject may be rented fo>" two
weeks or more for from (?.05 to ^.10
If material is wanted for some time in the future and
word is sent to The Gleaner's library, the subject will re-
ceive special attention.
Such firms as the Burrell press clipping bureau, 21 Test
19th. St., II.Y. render a large amount of material available at
about ^.05 a clipping.
Index card.
3

A complete file of all the ca'^dL' printed the Library
of Conf;rea3 11; kept In a number of libraries known a:j depc.-
sitory libraries. Ther.e card:3 are all arran/ed alyhabet ^ cally
and here one may learn if books desired a->"e In the Library of
Conf;resG or obtain serial members for orde^lnp cards as ex-
plained In the KandV.col: of ca>"d rlistr Ibnt i c.n r^'bllshed by the
Library of Conj/ress.
A list of these dexosHory libraries Is fr-'ven on pafre 5*5.
Suggest i ve' 1 Ist of reference books for a school ITt-^ary.
This list includes abort 34 works, costing?; something less
than i?450. As second hand ccpies of standard works are ve-^;^'
often satisfactory for library use, this sum can be ve^-v much
reduced. The list Is arranged alphabetically unde^ subject and
the si^bdivislon indicated b;^' the preceding figures shows the
division irto th^ee lists arranged according to suggested or-
der of purchase.
Descrivticns of the books follow the list itself.
Encyclopedi as
«
1. Appleton's annual cyclopaedia, 1861 - date
r.Y. 1862 - date. Appleton. cl. f?5
.
pe-- v.
1. Century cyclopaedia of names.
11.Y. 1894. Century Co. cl. 1310.
1. Hew Internatical cyclopaedia. 17v.
IT.Y. 1902. ^Dodd, Mead and Co. $5. per v.
Diet : onar ies
.
3. Century dictionary and cyclopaedia. (Century dic-
tionary with the cyclopaedia of names and the atla ^ of
the world ) . &
N.Y-. 1889 - 1903. Centurv Co. ^60.
1. Pernald, James Champlin.
English synoro/ms and anton^^Tiis.
TT.Y. 1396. Punk and Wagnalls. c^?1.50
1. Plug'el, Felix, ScJ-jnidt, Inmianuel and Tanger, Gu.stave.
Dictionary of the English and iJerman langr:iges. Edn
.
TT.Y. 1901. Lernche and Buchner. $5.20
1. Lewis, Charlton Thomas and Short, Charles.
Harper's Latin dictionary.
TT.Y. 1899'. American Book Co . §6
.

2. Spiers, Alexander and Surenne, Gabriel.
French and English p*^onounc ini7 diet ionary . . .revioed
and enlarged by G.P. Quackenboo.
N.Y. 1894. Applet on. f^b
.
2. Standard dictionary.
TT.Y. 1095. Punk and V/agnall3, (Iv.) $12.
1. Webster's International dictionary.
Springfield, Maso. 1097. G. and C. Merriara
Co. $10.
Biography.
1, CentT-!"y cyclopaedia of n;ime3 (incli^ded in the Cen-
tury dictionary and cyclopaedia but can be bought
separately)
.
N.Y. 1Q90 - 1903. Century Co. cl. $10.50
2. V/ho's Who. 1048 - date.
Lond. 1340 - date. Macmillan. $1,7 5 per v.
2. Who's Who in America. 1099 - 1905.
Chic. 1899 - 1903. A. IT. Marquis and Co. $2
1. Thomas, Joseph.
.
Universal pronouncing dictionary of biography and
mythology.
Phil. 1097. Lippincott. ^^0
.
History and politics.
3. Brewer, E.C.
Historic notebook.
Phil. 1091. Lippincott. $3.50
2. Chambers, R., ed.
Bool: of days. 2v.
Phil. 1093. Liprincott. $7.
2. Harper's book of facts.
N.Y. 1895 Harper. $8.
3. Hai'per's encyclopaedia of U.S. historv. lOv.
TT.Y. 1901. Harper. $31.
1. Larned, Josephus TTelson.
History fo':" ready refarence.
Springfield, Mass. 1894 - 1901. Nichols. $30
3. Low, Sidney Jar;ies Mark and Pulling, P.S.
Dictionary of English history.
Lond. 1096. Cassell'. $2.50

3, Pali'-'^Mve , Robert Har^^^' Tp,|r-i-|3,
Dictionary of political econoniv. .^v
.
TT.y/in94 - 1000. Macmillan. .'''llO.nO
1. Smith, Williiun ed.
Claoulcal diet iona^-'v , iTew od. by Marindin.
TT.Y. 1894. Appleton. ^p6
.
2. Tribune almanac,
N.Y. Tribune. $.25
1. World alinanac and enc^^cl opaed ia
.
N.Y. V/orld. $.25
Literature.
1, Bartlett, John.
Familiar qrotation^. Ed. 9.
BoGt. 1091. Little. $3.
1, Brewer', E.G.
Reader' 3 handbook.
Phil. 1902. Llppincott. f|^3.50
1. Brev/er, E.G.
.Dictionary of phrioe and fable.
Phil. 1900 Lipr.incott
. #3.50
1. BrookingG, V7. Du Boi3 and Ringv/alt, Ralph Curtis.
Briefs for debate on cin'-^ent political economic and
social topics.
TT.Y. 10 95. Longmans. $1.25
2. Mat 3 on, Henry.
Refe-^ences fc^ lits-^ar-*'- vro^kev'G, with int^cdi-'ct ons
to topics and are st ions for debate.
Chic. 1393. Kc Clurg. ^1)2
.
3. Moulton, Charles Wells.
Library of literar?' criticism of English and /\me^-
ican authors, v.l -5.
Bi-ffalo. 1001. Moulton publishing Co, $5,
(To be complete in 8v
2. Richardson, Charles Francis.
American literature, 1607 - 1005. 2v
.
N.Y. 1080 - 09. Putnam. $6.
5 . Schei-^e % W.
A history of German lite^atv>'e, translated from the
3rd. German edit "on by Mrs. F.C. Conybea-^e. Edited by
F . Max Muller
.
N.Y. 1890. Scribne-. i^Z> ,bO

I1. Century atlao of tho v/orld.
N.Y. 1093. Centii'-y Co. $i;i.[iO
(included in the Centvi^-"- d 1 c t ' ona^*^^'
q\.ioted above ) .
1. Lippincot I ' 3 gazeteer ; f the world, a coniple^-.e
pronoimclnjT (-.izetcjer geographical dictiona^""' of the
world
.
Phil. 1396. Lippincot'
.
."^R
.
2« Reclu3, Jean Jaccn^eG Elioee.
The earth and itG inhabitantG, the uinive-''3al
geography.
. .19v
.
N.Y. Applet on, 0^. PQ^ v.
A general list of reference licok3 appeared ir the Tor lie-
tin of the Salem (Mass.) Public library for Decembe-' 1903 and
io to be followed by liot3 on Gpecial .jifojecta juch a; acienc
hiatwry, art, dict'onarieG of language;! etc.
The:5e liot^j are ohort enough tu be helpf^ 1 in a 3rnall
library.
ITotes on bookG in 3ugge3tive list.
Encyclopaedias,
The>^e are tv/o distinct plana for the a-^rangement of en-
cyclopaedic material; the information may be grouped about
the largest subject to which it relates, giving bette>" d-vel-
oped, better written and longe- a-'ticles aa is illust-'ated "oy
Britannica; or as in Johnson's T^nive-r^sal cyclopaedia the ar-
ticles may be \vritten about the smallest subdiv^'sU^n of the
subject possible. Such a v/ork as the latter needs no index
and is the better of the two fo--^ quick ^^ead-^' -reference,
Vlaen new, the American c^^clcpaedia wa ^ as good as' anv to
be h<.d and it still is almost ideal fo^ topics in history,
biography, or for any subject that has not develored xTithin
the last -f ort.^'- years
.
Appletch's annual cyclopaedia, 1361 - date, keers the
older work up to d.ite and ch-'^i-nicleo the. events of the year,
attempting to- include every thing ofgeneral interest f^om
Politics to Art; to keep t^^ack of the biograph;^'- of the yea>"
giving obituary notices and noticing men just coming into
prominence.
Portraits, pict^Tres* in the text and maps illust-^ate
changes taking place and add much to its value.
Previous to 1900 it contained surveys of the literati^-^e
of different countries.
An Index in the volume for 1395 cove-^s the ye.ws 1376 -
1395 and the si^cceeding volumes have an Index that cumulates
in each so the last volume is the onl^' one neces-^ar;^--
,

Johnoon'G nnlv ^aal cycT^ipaed^a T''.97) - o.'), 1j c.irf-i fully
edited and the articles irepa'-'afl by expe'M 3 rmd algnod, 1 • of
any len^'ith,
Blbl i Ggraphi e.j given w'th d1ff ••-ent anojects f o ^ni one of
tht- mojt vali^able featu^eLS.
Scientific and technical jrbjecta and > p^^aph^'- are wfill
t-^eated, biogr'aphie.5 of livinr men beinf incliJded.
Map 3 of cltieG are a specialty, nrikinf; the wc^l: a 3upple-
ment for atlaaen.
The new Johniion isjred by the Appleton Co. in 1900 ia
difTerent only in the c«..lored plates and 3i:pplement .i at the
end of each volume, biit the 3iipplementai:'y matter io only what
i;3 included in the Annual cycl.paed-a.
The ITew Tnternatioal cycloj-aedia published bv :)odd,Mead
and Co, la entirely new and p'^omisaj to be p^pula"^ and ve^^^
sat iafactory
.
It h>L3 all the good feature3 of Johnson, pood
mapo and fine illustrations.
Geographical information is m.ide a spec i.il t:^'
.
Diet iona^ies
.
The gr-eat .^e>-ican dict'onar-- is the Centv--- d i c t " ona^"""
in ten volumes, B the dictiona^^'v proper one a cyclopaedia of
proper- ncimes and one an atlas of the wo-^ld.
V/ith this atlas and the TTew Tnt e^^nat i' onal cyclopaed^ia no
other small maps are needed.
The Century combines the features of dictionary and c^cl
paedia. Its definitions a-^e g( od and pronunciation satisfac-
tory. Q,uotati6ns a-^e freely given.
It is especially good for scientific and technical te>^ms
for slang terms that seem to have become part of the language
for musical terms and art words; but for compound ^-ro^ds i^
is not 30 good as the Standard dictionary.
As a cyclopaedia it treats of many things toe small to
be treated in the gene-^^al encyclopaedias.
The volume on proper names gives la-^gely the surlementar
v/ork of Webster and the Standard and the bicgraphicai infor-
mation is very satisfactory.'
Pronu.nc iat i cm of ntimes is given and it is a good place
to look for artists and the i-" • wo^ks
.
V/ebster's nev; international die t onar;vr is the ber,t one
volume dictionary there is. Its strong point in clea^ intel-
ligible and brief definitions; and its weak point lack of
quotations and exact references, while for capitalization it
io not very satisfactory.
Its colored plates, '3ho\7a-«f=- official flags, v^eather- sig-
nals, seals of states and territories, coats of arras of vari-
ous nations and club flags of U.S. xMchts.
The brief history of the English language in the preface
is on of the best to be had.

Hulea for pelllrii'; and a memoir of Noah V^ebater a^e to
"be found here.
Then in addition to the main body of the v/ork
, a:j 3iip-
plementa'^y matter a^^e the Koted n.-unea of fiction; ?ronorncin/r
gaj^eteor; Ei o^'iraph ical dictionary; Pronouncing'- vocabulary of
acriptural n;iraet3; Greek and Latin prcp^^ nam=^3 and Enp-llnh
christian n.unea; Familiar quotations from foreifin lanfr;nap;e3
;
abbreviations u3ed in w^itin^ and pointing; A clao.jified
arrangement of pictures used in the body of t/.e dictncna'^y
and a supplementary list of 25000 words not included in pre-
vious editions.
The St.'.ndard d i c t i onai":' differs somev.'hat from ^'''ebster in
arrangement, as definitions are piven before the history of
the words.
It has more cyclopaedic matter than \"ebster and its mo-^e
var iedjcclored plates a-^e scattered throup:h it.
Definitions are less clear than in Webster and the
Standard f-oes ti extremes in changed spelling and pronuncia-
t on
.
Strong points are quotations and the treatment of com-
pound words.
Of the 16 special lists at the back, the glossary of for—
eign words in. English literature, dispr^ted spellings and pro-
nunciations, examT^les of faulty diction with principles decid-
ing correctness, are distinctive.
Foreign dictionaries.
Foreign dictionaries are of three types :-
1. The complete dictionary of the language, si7ch as
Grimm for German, Murray for English and Littre for
French, which are net needed except in college or
large public libraries.
2. The full dictionary of the foreign language and
English, usually in two parts; first, fore'gn wc^^ds
and English eqi^ ivalent s ; second, English words and
foreign eqr ivalent s
.
_
This the most useful type'.
3. The small student d"icticnarv,
Flugel, Schmidt and Tange-^'s Dictionary of the English
and German languages, and Spiers and Surenne's French and
English pronouncing dictionary and Harper's Latin dictionary
belong to the second class are standard authorities and
should be in every school doing careful work in these
languages, '
The third type is represented by Heath's French and
English dictionary, Whitney's Compendious German and English
dictionary, and VTiite's Latin-English and English-Latin
dictionary. These are thejdict ionar ies more especiall;^' fo-^
student ov/nership.

Enflloh d 1 ct ior.ar 1 eo : 3"non}Tna .
Theae alnc are of th-^ee typeG:-
1. Havlrp :>1mT'ly a 1 i^t of n:"non;"m3 follcwinp each
Word, without definition, di jci^im j nat, :i or or hist, o"';"-.
2. Giving treatment of wordG in f':ro\ipL5 with disci.u'olon
of each Gynon^on and di Gcr Inii nat i on "between the wordG
.
5. A claGGlfied arranfrement Ijy ideas, grouping under
the idea v;ord3 giving, different shades of meaning,
without discrimination, however.
The second type is the most generally useful for school
purposes and Pernald's English synon^TTis and anton;^Tns is the
latest and most sat isf ac tor>'
,
though Crahbe and Smith a-^e
good
.
The first ti^'pe is represented "by Soule's dictionary of
English synonyms and the third by Roget's Thesaurus.
Biography
.
There are several sources availa"ble for material on
"biography.
1. The common dictionaries give "birth and death of a
large num"l5er of persons.
2. Biographical dictionaries contain much material easy
t O U 36 .
3. Cyclopaedias rank next to the "biographical dict:^'onary
and a-^e nearly as satisfactory; later ones like John-
son and the TTew Tnte-'Tiat i onal containing lives of
living men.
4. Indexes to periodicals a'^e impo-^^tant when Cyclopae-
dias and Biographical di ct ^ ona-^ies fail and for char-
acters too olDScure to. be incl7;ded in these wo^^ks : but
the articles may not be as v/ell balanced as the;"- usu-
al-lj'' treat of some particular phase of a life. Still
for lives of living men the articles are longer and
more satisfactory than those in the general ^;orks
.
5. Treaties on the svuject yrilh vrhich the man Ig con-
nected may furnish some help when other sources fail.
Here the index to Britannica may prove valuable in
giving a clue if nothing more.
The Annual cyclopaedia is valuable for bi og-i^aph;^' of men
vrho have co2:ie into prominence or who have died during the year.

Llprlncott'3 nn'vercal pronoi^nc i n<' dlct'cna'-'v of b^'of:-
raphy and my tiiolof^'.y with the Century book of nameo are tho
bejt cne voliuno works on bicf,raphy there a^e
,
The 1m9;^ edlt-icn of LipT incott ic tr.e lai't real revision
that of 1H97 containing some nev material brt at the expenrse
of short enin<; old articles.
The arranj'ement Is alphabetical, it contains biographies
of men of all Times vnth pron.inc at ' on of names, and at the
end of important art-icle:.i a bi bl i cgraph-' is often given with
dl scr jmi nat on of the works.
^
It is good for a final authority and f one does not
know th« nati'onality of the man looked fur, it is a good
place to begin tlie search f r material.
V/ho's Who.
This most valuable little wc^k starte:d as contemporary
English biography and still includes a large majcrit^' of
English n;imes but foreigners of note a-^e nov included.
The sketches are very brief but full names are given,
points conce-^ning life work, home address etc.
It is published annual'ly since lB4n and up to 1903 has
contained lists at the beginning - consuls, membe-i^s of par-
liament, American newspapers and editors. The volume for 1901
is best for these. These lists are to be published in a sep-
arate volume.
V/ho's V/Tio in America,
This is much like V/ho's Vho and is used in the same way.
It is not an annual but the intent is to issue a volum.e
every two years.
It is not limited to Americans but inclvdes fo^eigne^^s
who have become of special inte-^est to Americans, such as
actors, lecturers, ambassadors, ministers and consuls to the
U.S.
History and politics.
Brewer's Historic note-book does for history what his
Handbook does for literature, i.e. picks up odds and ends,
historic nicknames, ;jaints of" old cities etc.
The appendix is the most valuable part fo^ he^-^e the
chief battles of the world are given with date, countries en-
gaged, cause, result, field, size of army and leaders.
Ch;unber's Book of days is the most valuable book of its
kind: arranged exactly by the calendar and having unde^* each
date, items of interest Connected with that day, including
traditions and quotations from old ballads and tales.
It is illustrated, having some facsimiles of old en-
gravings, pictures of furniture etc.
At the end of the second volume is an alphabetical index
giving the v/ork almost the value of a handbook of general in-
formation
.

Larned'3 Hlatory fo*" ready reference la made i)p of load-
able connected a'^tlcles quoted frojn standard wo-ka of hiat, o"y
oomet Imea 15 20 3electioni3 belnf; f^.\ven If the subject 13
important. A.t the end of the articles, exact refe-^ence i;i piv
en to author quoted, the work and often the paf'ie
.
The ar>-an»:ement ia alphabetic v;hich la convenient, b^'t
amall subjects are no;b always included unde^ the word one
would expac t
.
Bnograpliy ia included unde" n.-uoe..; of persons.
Texts of constitutions of different ccunt^^les ^^ given,
translations bein^- entered under Constitutions.
Volume 6 differs in the material qi.ioted f'^om. The fi-^st
5 volumes form one alphabet and the 6th, brings the wo^^l: dov;n
to date, quoting froiji periodicals, "^ecent bocks of travel and
description and gove-^^nment publications.
Low and Pulling' s Dictionary of English hTSto-'^y is made
up of articles not quoted but written for the wo^k and is
singul.irly satisfactory, well balanced and accurate.
The bibliographical feature is imiui'^tant, lists being
given at the end of the articles.
Harper's encyclopaedia of Tnited States history contains
very long articles fo-- important articles, hns m.my illustra-
tions including portraits, plans of battle fields etc.
Rare docuinents, treaties, orders, letters and great ora-
tions are printed in full f^om original sources.
Palgrave's dictionary of political economy is an English
work t:^eating of the different schools of political thought.
It contains short articles on small subjects alphabetically
arranged and is more convenient- to use than Lalor's c:^'"clopae-
dia of political science. A minute index and ci^oss references
make it easy to use.
Biography, but not of living men, is a special feature,
and good full bibliographies appear at the ends of articles
iind scattered through the work.
The World almanac is excellent for general inf orniat i on
such as all sorts of statistics.
The Tribune almanac makes a specialty of political sta-
tistics, elections and political platforms.
Smith's Classical dictionary treats-at length lives of
painters, sculptors and architects, and includes lives of
Christian writers but without theological discussion.
Mythological articles and those of historical nat-iirg
are indicated.
Greek divinities are entered under the Greek names and
Italian, under the Latin form.
Names of places and nations are not included.

Litc)rat.ure
.
Bartlett'3 Piuniliar qm>1..it i ^nu ij one of th-i nioat njefnl
and valuable bookj of quotationo, a ca-^efnl ;3elect-'on of both
proGe and poet^^y, fiene^al in acope, witn author ar^anf^eiiient
and a ^';ood index.
Quotationcj from fo^eli^n ijov^ces a^e t-^annlated.
BrcfV/e^'s Reade-^'s handbook and Dictiona^^y of ph'^aije and
f.ible have a dictionary a'^'an^^ement and on the whole tne""'^ i:3
nothinf better for literary refe'^enceo. The second 13 better
fwr" isolated f;icts and the fi^-at fo^ oi^tlinea and riots.
Richa'-'dson' 3 American literature is most valuable to use
fo^ phases of the histor^- of Aiiie-*ican 1 i te -^at^-^e
,
^r^eat events
general t-^eatraent of authors, the place the^'- hold, tne ten-
dency they are ^responsible for, vrith some bi Gf,raph ^ cal infor-
matiun, and for special criticisms given in connection v/ith
the gene-^al estiiiiate.
The two volumes ar^? diffe'^ent, tne second ti^eaf ng of
fiction and poetry, the first of othe^' fc^ms of lit ?-^atu>-e,
and each ha.? its own index,
Jkloulton'-s Librar}'- of liter^ary criticism of English and
American authors is called the "Larned of Literature" as it
does for literati^^e what Larned* s Kisti-ry fo^ read'' reference
does for history, and itjcannot be praiijed too highly as a ref-
erence book
Tn arrangement it is chronological, so one must know when
an aut/ior lived to use it intelligently.
The attempt is made to show first, the opinion contempor-
aries h<\d of a man. These criticisms a'^e quoted chronological-
ly.
Follov^ing the personal section come the quoted criticisms
of special works also chronologically a^-'-'anged and last of all
gene>"al criticisms of the ai'thcr as a w^it.^r.
The table of contents is alphabetically a-^ranged v/hich is
a g-^eat help.
Matson' s References for literary workers is a ccllectTcn
of brief es-5ays, supplemented by '-references to fuller sou:^ces
of inforjiKition and touching almost every branch of knowledge.
It is especially adapted" to debating but is valuable fo--^
other kinds of lite-^ar;-' exercises.
A list of 28'^ quest 'ens is aprended-and an index of sub-
jects closes the work.
The table of contents ii full and itself selves a;^ an
index.
Brookings and Ringv/dlt's Briefs for* debate states con-
cisely the principle arguments pro and con on a la'^ge number
of important topics, the basis of tnc^ -.rork being briefs pre-
pared by Harvard students under the di^ect^ on of inst->^ijct o^s
.
A list of 200 tojrics for debate ;idded.

Geoi^raphy
.
The Cent.iirv- atlan of l.;,t! 'V(.>rld conta-'nn rrobHblv the be::t
maps yubllahed in America except by the V.S. ncve-^rient
,
K3.]^3 c-f whole coimtriei ,i>:'e <;:iven and alrso of arec^al
d-i V 1.-, 1 ^,nj and tharf- a-^e inaet maps of cit^en t.f any imro'^tance
Depth of wate^, roiiteG of expl orat • on , i-ailroad/.
,
places
whrtrrf 3tandard time chan^ea and the "date line" a^e indicat-^d.
The index i,: unuavally fine ani fiveu r M^lation o "
placeo no matter hov/ amall.
ReclDj' Univerjal .^eo^^raphy 13 a ve>"y expen^Mve wcj-k but
it io the beot of its l:ind and eve->^y clanr; in a rjchool, no
matter what the ^^[rade, corld rise it.
It describes geologic as well as geographic features, eth
nology, manners and customs, and gives picti7>'Gs of f.-unons
buildings, costumes and customs.
It has good maps but they are small. The>~e is n- general
index but at the end of each volume is a index covering that
volume
.
The arrangement is b^- continents subdivided bv count >"y,
then by geographical or political divisions.
Lippincatt's gazetteer of the world is the one most gen-
erally used. It is alphabet icallv ar^^anged and includes v^-^y
small places, giving pi-pulation, exa^t location, interests,
and institutions of the place.

APPENDIX.
Liot of depository libraries.
Brooklyn Public Library Brooklyn, TT.Y.
Carnep:ie Library of Atlanta
-Atlanta, Ga,
Cincinnati Public Library Cincinnati, 0.
Cleveland Public Library Cleveland, 0.
.Denver Public Library Denver, Col.
Fiake Free and Public Library TTew Orleanj, La.
Illinois State University Champaign, 111.
John Crerar Library Chicago, 111.
Johns Hopkins University Library Baltimore, Md
.
McGill University Library Montreal, Canada.
Massachusetts State Library Boston, Mass.
Mechanics Instit^ite Library San Francisco, Cal
Minnesota University Library -----Minneapolis, Minn.
Nebraska University Library ; Lincoln, TTeb
.
Nev/ York Public Library V.evr Yo^k, IT.Y.
TTev/ York State Library Albany, IT.Y.
Pennsylvania University Library Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Free Library Philadelphia, Pa.
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